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Abstract: Available space in congested cities is getting scarce due to growing urbanization in the
recent past. The utilization of underground space is considered as a solution to the limited space
in smart cities. The numbers of underground facilities are growing day by day in the developing
world. Typical underground facilities include the transit subway, parking lots, electric lines, water
supply and sewer lines. The likelihood of the occurrence of accidents due to underground facilities
is a random phenomenon. To avoid any accidental loss, a risk assessment method is required to
conduct the continuous risk assessment and report any abnormality before it happens. In this paper,
we have proposed a hierarchical fuzzy inference based model for under-ground risk assessment.
The proposed hierarchical fuzzy inference architecture reduces the total number of rules from the
rule base. Rule reduction is important because the curse of dimensionality damages the transparency
and interpretation as it is very tough to understand and justify hundreds or thousands of fuzzy rules.
The computation time also increases as rules increase. The proposed model takes 175 rules having eight
input parameters to compute the risk index, and the conventional fuzzy logic requires 390,625 rules,
having the same number of input parameters to compute risk index. Hence, the proposed model
significantly reduces the curse of dimensionality. Rule design for fuzzy logic is also a tedious task.
In this paper, we have also introduced new rule schemes, namely maximum rule-based and average
rule-based; both schemes can be used interchangeably according to the logic needed for rule design.
The experimental results show that the proposed method is a virtuous choice for risk index calculation
where the numbers of variables are greater.
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1. Introduction

Underground space and structures are hard to monitor because access to most of the underground
facilities is difficult or almost impossible. Many issues are associated with underground facilities,
such as leakage, liquefaction, collapse, distortion, and floods. Underground risk has to be evaluated
periodically so that high-risk areas can be sustained in a timely fashion in order to make certain the
protection of the people [1].

Different ways exist for assessing underground risks, such as assertion, sustainability, safety,
and the environment; these are portrayed by risk ratings, such as high, low, or medium. The risk score
is based on different criteria, it can be aggregated in order to find overall risk. Using overall risk the
maintenance priority can be determined. Normally, underground risk assessment needs a large number
of subjective judgments from the experts; these types of assessments are costly and time-consuming.
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Due to the complex non-linear relationship between the risk score and the risk mathematical rating,
if a model is designed for this process in order to assess underground risk, it will be obviously of
great benefit to underground agencies and Geo-environmental Engineers. These models can assess
underground risk within no time or cost [2,3].

An amount of construction accidents comprised of the failure of major infrastructure facilities,
i.e., subways, bridges, and buildings, have happened because of less effective underground assessment.
Hence, it is very obligatory to assess underground risk periodically in order to avoid these accidents.
Most massive underground projects have a complex sequence of events and have complex procedural
systems. For example, the rock mass is very complex and its association is with large suspicions.
It is also very difficult to solve decision problems with underground construction and may lead to
unforeseen results. When seeking to make improvements, the probabilistic decision and risk analysis
can be used. The underground risk is an important element, and many qualitative and quantitative
risk methods are available for risk assessment. To make a trustworthy decision, it is necessary to know
the risk of the given system or procedure correctly [4].

Fuzzy logic is the most popular risk assessment and is a risk analysis method that can be deployed
in almost any field [5,6]. Fuzzy logic is a type of logic with many values, in which the range of truth
values lies between 0 and 1. Fuzzy logic is opposed to Boolean logic in which the truth values of variables
may only be the numerical values 0 or 1. Fuzzy logic has been deployed to deal with incomplete truth,
where the true value may be totally true or totally untrue [7]. Many research efforts have also been done
for designing fuzzy logic with a special structure to solve the curse of dimensionality. Hierarchal fuzzy
systems have been designed in order to solve the exponential increase of rules based on the number of
inputs entered into the system. The size of hierarchical fuzzy logic can be characterized by different
modules that are carried out as a computational contribution to the final solution. Low-level modules
have some input variables and the output of the same can be used as input variables to the high-level
module for the last solution. The key benefit of the construction of hierarchical fuzzy systems is the
obligation of fewer rules as compared to the monolithic fuzzy system. In conventional fuzzy logic,
the number of rules may increase exponentially as the number of system variables increases; hence,
the conventional fuzzy logic is not applicable in the case of a large number of input variables [8–10].

The objective of this paper is to design a fuzzy logic with a special structure to handle the curse
of dimensionality. Underground risk assessment is very complex due to several parameters. In order
to accurately assess the risk of a location, the maximum number of parameters should be taken into
account. In the proposed work, eight parameters have been considered for underground risk assessment.
The conventional fuzzy logic is not a good choice for the underground risk assessment. The main
problem faced by conventional fuzzy logic systems is the exponential increase in the number of rules
with growth in the number of variables entering into the system. It becomes difficult to tackle a large
number of rules, and it has also a great influence on the performance of the system. This minor error
in rule design may lead to uncertain results. Rule design is time-consuming and requires attention.
There is a need for a model with a special structure that can reduce accidents to a minimum level and
make risk assessment faster and easier. The structure of the paper is organized as: Section 2 presents
the related work. A new hierarchal fuzzy model for the underground risk assessment is developed in
Section 3. Section 4 shows and explains experimental results. The paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Many attempts have been made for underground risk assessment over the last few decades.
Some of the major contributions have been reported here.

Large underground projects are normally very complex and have complicated technical systems.
One example is the rock mass which is very complicated and related to large uncertainties. Any wrong
decision may lead to annoying risks. In order to ease the decision-making, probabilistic decision and
risk analysis can be used. Sturk et al. explained a decision procedure valuable for underground decision
problems and described some existing approaches for decision and risk investigation. The application
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of these methods has been done to particular problems associated with the Stockholm Ring Road
project [1].

It is very difficult to operate underground, hence regular inspection and monitoring of damage
growth are very obligatory. Kleta et al. presented an overview of potential solutions, criteria,
and algorithms for the different types of damages and some suggestions for numerical description of
their size. Many examples are given for brick lining surfaces and concentrate analysis. Dripstones,
which are the first symptoms of the initial phase of damage, can be recognized on the basis of color
difference. For crack identification, dark lines of the most irregular character can be used. For the
identification of large cavities, texture patterns can be used. Color enhancement is the easiest way for
detecting damage presentation and for automatic damage measurement of different parameters such as
length, area, or width. In various cases, poor quality of the input video streaming reduces the quality
of the image; therefore, the augmented reality, which is an image enhancement method, can be used
to significantly reduce the influence of disturbance [11]. Many authors have used image processing
techniques for underground structure monitoring, such as for structure health monitoring [12,13],
displacement monitoring [14], and development in underground structure and crack monitoring [15,16].

Numerous risk assessment methodologies have been proposed in various areas. Road tunnel
assessment is also very important and a lot of research has been done for tunnel assessment. The urban
area road tunnels are very busy, and hence it is very difficult to monitor the operations of road tunnels
in urban areas. A methodology named Quantity Risk Assessment (QRA) has been proposed for risk
assessment in the road tunnels of urban areas. The QRA models used six events, namely, fire, flooding,
chain, collision, tunnel collapse, explosion, and spillage, for risk assessment in the tunnels of urban
areas [17,18]. Meng et al. in [19] suggested a novel Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) model to
calculate the risks of non-homogenous urban road tunnels, because the existing QRA models for
road tunnels are inapplicable in the road tunnels. This technique uses principle named technical
segmentation principle in which the roads of the urban area are divided into many similar sections.
For each section of the road tunnel, the individual risk is defined and also the collaborative risk for
the whole tunnel is defined. The article then proceeds to develop a new QRA model for each of the
homogeneous sections.

The fuzzy logic is also a very significant tool for risk assessment and analysis. Several scientists
have used the fuzzy logic for risk assessment in different areas. Blockley et al. in [20] proposed fuzzy
concepts, such as fuzzification, membership functions, union, implication, aggregation, defuzzification,
size of parameters, total, effect of parameters, membership level, fuzzy sets, intersection of two variables,
a maximum of two variables, and a minimum of two variables for the first time in structural engineering.
These concepts help the engineers with risk analysis. Cho et al. in [21] introduced Fuzzy Event Tree
Analysis (FETA) for identification of events that cause failures of temporary structure and to prevent
their failure during construction. Similarly, Fujino in [22] introduced the application of fuzzy fault tree
analysis to side accidents of some simple cases of construction. Wang et al. in [4] proposed a method for
bridge risk assessment; they developed an Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) in order to
assess bridge risk using 506 bridge maintenance projects. This method can assist the Highway Agency
to maintain risks in a timely manner. This method is very useful and economical for risk assessment as
compared to the existing risk assessment methods which need a huge amount of subjective judgment
from bridge experts. They have made the comparison of ANFIS with Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
and Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA). The results indicate that the ANFIS outperformed Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) and Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA).

Kim et al. in [23] introduced the UGS middle-ware (UGS-M) for underground safety support.
The UGS-M has the following components: resource manager, monitoring manager, sensing data
manager, communication manager, and data translator. The key role of the UGS-M was the abstraction
of sensing devices installed underground. The reason behind the deployment of UGS-M was to
provide a powerful tool for improving of the capability to monitor the underground environment and
also efficiently enhance the underground safety management.
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Despite the improvements in the methods of underground risk assessment, there is a need for an
efficient method that can reduce accidents to a minimum level and make risk assessment easier.

3. Proposed Integrated Risk Index Model

The main challenge of the hierarchical fuzzy inference system is to design a full architecture
with minimum rules. In this work, we have to take into account 8 parameters; if conventional fuzzy
logic is designed for such system, its computational complexity will be high, because computation
complexity increases exponentially as new perimeters enter into the system. In this work, we have
designed a model named integrated risk index model, which is based on the hierarchical fuzzy model.
Due to the hierarchical decomposition, the proposed fuzzy system is called hierarchical fuzzy system.
Rendering to their roles, the rules are grouped into the modules in the system. Each module performs
the computation of partial solution, and these fractional solutions are used in next succeeding modules
to calculate the concluding output of the system. Though calculation in modules is achieved through
fuzzy rules, the decomposition of the flat and large rule base into numerous small rule bases (each
with only a few variables) shrinks the complete number of rules.

The Figure 1 illustrates the hierarchical fuzzy logic architecture for the risk assessment for the
UGS system. Four hierarchical levels are present in the proposed architecture for underground risk
assessment: input layer (level-3), Blended Layer (layer-2), Collaborative layer (Level-1), and Integrated
Risk layer (Layer-0). Total of 7 sub fuzzy logics have been used in this model; the input layer has eight
input parameters, namely, water supply risk probability (X1), water supply risk severity (X2), sewerage
supply risk probability (X3), sewerage supply risk severity (X4), metro structure risk probability (X5),
metro structure risk severity (X6), Geo-environmental risk probability (X7), and Geo-environmental risk
severity (X8). The blended layer has four fuzzy inference systems: M1_FIS, M2_FIS, M3_FIS, and G_FIS,
which are abbreviated for water supply pipeline risk index (M1) fuzzy logic, sewerage supply pipeline
risk index (M2) fuzzy logic, metro structure risk index (M3) fuzzy logic, and Geo-environmental risk
index (G) fuzzy logic, respectively. The collaborative layer has two fuzzy logics, namely, collaborative
risk index 1 fuzzy logic (CR1_FIS) and collaborative risk 2 fuzzy logic (CR2_FIS). Similarly, the integrated
layer has integrated risk fuzzy logic (FIS_IR); this is the final output of the proposed hierarchical fuzzy
inference system architecture. Water supply risk probability and water supply risk severity are inputs to
FIS_M1. Inputs to FIS_M2 are sewerage risk probability and sewerage risk severity. The metro structure
risk probability and metro structure risk severity are inputs to the FIS_M3; similarly, the FIS_G takes
Geo-environmental risk probability and Geo-environmental risk severity as inputs. Further, the output
of FIS_M1 and FIS_M2 are inputted to FIS_CR1; FIS_CR2_FIS takes the output of M3_FIS and G_FIS
as inputs. The purpose of the proposed model is to take into account all the parameters to calculate a
centric risk value using fuzzy logic, hence an integrated risk fuzzy logic (FIS_IR) is used. The output of
IR_FIS is the final risk value of hierarchical fuzzy logic for underground risk. The structure diagram for
the proposed model is given in Figure 1, and the structure diagram of the conventional logic has the
same number of input parameters as given in Figure 2.

Mamdani fuzzy logic has been used in the proposed hierarchical model. Mamdani fuzzy rules are
too simple and more useful as compared to the Takagi-Sugeno-Kang method. Mamdani fuzzy logic is
comprised of the fuzzifier, knowledge base, inference engine, and defuzzifier modules. The fuzzifier
takes crisp values as input and generates fuzzy values using membership functions. After each rule
evaluation inside the knowledge base, the aggregation of each consequent membership function values
is carried out using maximum operation. The defuzzification method converts the fuzzy consequents
into crisp value [24]. Membership functions play a very vital role in fuzzy logic construction and
operations; there are many types of membership functions, such as triangular, Gaussian, Bell-shaped,
and Sigmoid (right, left, difference, etc.). In the proposed approach we have used the triangular
membership function which is the most common and effective membership function used in fuzzy
logic [25]. The fuzzy logic consisted of input and output variables and many membership functions
can be defined for each input/output variable. In the proposed approach, five membership functions
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have been defined for each input/output variable; for consistency, we have defined the same number
of membership functions for each variable in all fuzzy logics. The labelling has also been carried out in
the same manner and identical labels (linguistic terms) are assigned to the membership functions of all
variables of the proposed model. The linguistic terms that are defined for membership functions are
VL, L, M, H, and VH, which are abbreviations for very low, low, medium, high, and very high.
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3.1. Detailed Structure Diagram of the Proposed Model

The detailed structure diagram given in Figure 3 exhibits the working of each module of the
proposed model. The terms used in the detail structure diagram of the proposed approach are: pipeline
risk probability (X1), pipeline risk severity (X2), sewerage risk probability (X3), sewerage risk severity (X4),
metro structure risk probability (X5), metro structure severity (X6), geo-environmental risk probability
(X7), and geo-environmental risk severity (X8). BL ( ): represents the blended layer that takes inputs from
the input layer. The µ (xi) returns fuzzy value, where i = 1, 2 . . . 8. The µ (zj) returns implicated fuzzy
value, where j = 1, 2 . . . 25. The µ (yk) returns the final output of fuzzy logic, where k = 1, 2, 3, and 4 in
the blended layer of the proposed model. Similarly, CL ( ) represents the collaborative layer. The input
to the CL ( ) is the output of BL ( ). The µ (mj) returns implicated fuzzy value, and µ (nr) returns the
output of fuzzy logic, where r = 1 and 2 in the collaborative layer. The IL ( ) represents the integrated
layer, and µ (ti) returns the implicated fuzzy value. The µ (r) returns the output of IR ( ), which is the
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final risk index of the proposed model for underground risk assessment. The R represents the final risk
index value. Agg ( ) return aggregation, arrow symbol “← ”, has been used for the assignment.
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3.2. Pseudo Code with Structure Diagram

The pseudo code with the structure diagram of each layer is provided for better elaboration of the
proposed approach in terms of input and output parameters and detailed processing of integrated
hierarchal model. The symbols and terminologies are inherited from Section 3.1. The pseudo code
with structure diagram for the blended layer is provided in Section 3.2.1, for the collaborative layer in
Section 3.2.2 and for the integrated layer in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1. Blended Layer

The blended layer is the most important layer of the proposed model; this layer consists of four
modules, namely, water supply risk index fuzzy logic (M1_FIS), sewerage supply risk index fuzzy
logic (M2_FIS), metro structure risk index fuzzy logic (M3_FIS), and Geo-environmental risk index
fuzzy (G_FIS) logic. Inputs to the water supply risk index fuzzy logic are water supply risk probability
and water supply risk severity, and the output is water supply pipeline risk index; sewerage supply
pipeline risk index takes sewerage supply risk index probability and sewerage supply risk severity
as inputs and provides sewerage supply risk index as output; metro structure fuzzy logic inputs are
metro structure risk probability and metro structure risk severity, and the output is metro structure risk
index. Similarly, inputs to Geo-environmental risk index fuzzy logic are Geo-environmental risk index
probability and Geo-environmental risk severity, and the output is Geo-environmental risk index.
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Pseudo code for Blended Layer

Input (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7, X8)
Output: Risks
Begin:

1. R← ∅;
2. BL(X1, X2, X3 ,X4, X5, X6 ,X7, X8) {

i. M1_FIS(X1, X2) {
µ (X1) // convert the crisp input X1 to fuzzy value
µ (X2) // convert the crisp input X2 to fuzzy value

For j← 1 to 25 do
� Rule inferencing
� µ (zj) // Rule implication

od
µ (y1)← Agg ( ): // Apply aggregation
b1 ← µ (y1)
return b1

}
ii. M2_FIS(X3, X4) do

µ (X3) // convert the crisp input X3 to fuzzy value
µ (X4) // convert the crisp input X4 to fuzzy value

For j← 1 to 25 do
� Rule inferencing
� µ (zj) // Rule implication

od
µ (y2)← Agg ( ): // Apply aggregation
b2 ← µ (y2)
return b2

iii. M3_FIS(X5, X6) {
µ (X1) // convert the crisp input X5 to fuzzy value
µ (X2) // convert the crisp input X6 to fuzzy value

For j← 1 to 25 do
� Rule inferencing
� µ (zj) // Rule implication

od
µ (y3)← Agg ( ): // Apply aggregation
b3 ← µ (y3)
return b3

}
vi. G_FIS(X7, X8) do

µ (X3) // convert the crisp input X7 to fuzzy value
µ (X4) // convert the crisp input X8 to fuzzy value

For j← 1 to 25 do
� Rule inferencing
� µ (zj) // Rule implication

od
µ (y4)← Agg ( ): // Apply aggregation
b4 ← µ (y4)
return b4

} [b1, b2, b3, b4]← BL(X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7 ,X8)
End

The structure diagram of the blended layer of the proposed model with eight inputs and four
outputs is illustrated in Figure 4 for better elaboration of the working mechanism of the blended layer.
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3.2.2. Collaborative Layer

The collaborative layer of the proposed model is comprised of two modules: namely, collaborative
risk index (CR1_FIS) and collaborative risk index 2(CR2_FIS). The outputs of the blended layer are
inputs to this layer, such as CR1_FIS; inputs are b1 and b2, which are outputs of M1_FIS and M2_FIS
respectively and CR2_FIS inputs are b3 and b4, which are the outputs of M3_FIS and G_FIS, respectively.

Pseudo Code for Collaborative layer

Input (b1, b2, b3, b4)
Output: Risks
Begin:

3. CL(b1, b2, b3, b4) {
i. CR1_FIS (b1, b2) {
µ(b1) // convert the crisp input b1 to fuzzy value
µ(b2) // convert the crisp input b2 to fuzzy value

For j← 1 to 25 do
� Rule inferencing
� µ(mj) // Rule implication

od
µ(n1)← Agg(): // Apply aggregation
c1← µ(n1)

}
ii. CR2_FIS (b3, b4) do

µ(b3) // convert the crisp input b3 to fuzzy value
µ(b4) // convert the crisp input b4 to fuzzy value

For j← 1 to 25 do {
� Rule inferencing
� µ (mj) // Rule implication

µ(n1)← Agg ( ): // Apply aggregation
c1 ← µ(n1)

} return c1, c2

End

The collaborative layer of the proposed model having four inputs and two outputs is given in
Figure 5, which elaborates the working of the collaborative layer of the model.
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3.2.3. Integrated Layer

The integrated layer consists of one module named integrated fuzzy logic risk index (IR_FIS)).
Inputs to integrated layer are the outputs of the collaborative layer. IR_FIS take CR1 and CR2 outputs
as inputs and generate index value. The output of the integrated layer is the final output of the
proposed model and further measurements are taken on the basis of risk value. The pseudo code of
the integrated layer is as under:

Pseudo Code for Integrated layer

Input (b1, b2, b3, b4)
Output: Risks
Begin:

Output: Risk Index
4. IL() {

i. IR_FIS (c1, c2) {
F1 = µ(c1) // convert the crisp input X5 to fuzzy value
F2 = µ(c2) // convert the crisp input X6 to fuzzy value

For j← 1 to 25 do
� Rule inferencing
� µ(tj) // Rule implication

od
µ(r)← Agg ( ): // Apply aggregation
R← µ(r)

}
} return R

Risk Index← R
End

Similarly, for better elaboration of the integrated layer of the proposed model, the structure
diagram is illustrated in Figure 6.
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3.3. Defining Rules in the Proposed Model

The total number of rules in the proposed hierarchical fuzzy system can be defined using Equation (1).

Number of rules =
L

∑
i=1

(fi ×mni ) (1)

In the conventional fuzzy logic the total number of rules can be defined using Equation (2).

Number of rules = mn (2)

where L is the number of levels (input layer is not considered), m is the number of membership
functions, n is the number of input variables in fuzzy logic and f is the number of fuzzy logics in
each level. In the proposed system, each fuzzy logic has two inputs so the value of n is equal to 2.
In conventional fuzzy logic, all eight inputs go directly into the single fuzzy logic so n is 8.

3.4. Rule Specification

For the rule specification, we have designed two different schemes: namely, average rule-based
and maximum rule-based. In the average rule-based, first the weights are assigned to each membership
function (MF), as shown in the Table 1.

Table 1. Membership functions linguistic terms with weights.

Linguistic Terms VL L M H VH

Numeric Value 1 2 3 4 5

VL: very low; L: low; M: medium; H: high; VH: very high.

The formulas for specifying average rule-based and maximum rule-based rules are given in
Equations (3) and (4), respectively.

Avg = (MF + MF)/2 (3)

Max = max (MF, MF) (4)

For the rule specification using the average rule-based method, first the weights of membership
functions are put in the Equation (3) and the output of rules are specified accordingly. Each output of
the rule is specified as:

Avg = (V L + L)/2 = (1 + 2)/2 = 1.5 = 2 = L

Avg = (V L + H)/2 = (1 + 4)/2 = 2.5 = 3 = M
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Avg = (L + M)/2 = (2 + 3)/2 = 2.5 = 3 = M

Avg = (M + H)/2 = (3 + 4)/2 = 3.5 = 4 = H

Table 2 indicates the fuzzy logic rules on the average rule-based method for M1_FIS. It is a 5 × 5
matrix and each entry in Table 2 is the water supply pipeline risk index.

Table 2. Average rule-based mechanism for water supply pipeline risk index fuzzy logic.

X2
X1 VL L M H VH

VL VL VL L M M
L VL L M M H
M L M M H VH
H M M H VH VH

VH M H VH VH VH

For the rule specification by using the maximum rule-based method, first the membership function
weights are put in the Equation (3), and the output of rules specification is carried out accordingly.
The output of each rule is specified as:

Max = max (VL, L) = max (1, 2) = 2

Max = max (L, M) = max (2, 3) = 3

Max = max (VL, H) = max (1, 4) = 4

Max = max (L, M) = max (2, 3) = 3

Table 3 indicates the fuzzy logic rules based on the maximum rule-based method for water supply
pipeline risk index fuzzy logic. It is a 5 × 5 matrix and each entry in Table 3 is the water supply
pipeline risk index.

Table 3. Maximum rule-based mechanism for water supply pipeline risk index fuzzy logic.

X2
X1 VL L M H VH

VL VL L M H VH
L L L M H VH
M M M M H VH
H H H H H VH

VH M VH VH VH VH

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1. Experimental Setup

For experimental analysis of our proposed model, we have used Matlab installed on Intel(R) core
(TM) i5-3570 CPU@3.40 GHz computer system. Every input feature is rated on a standard 0–10 scale,
and we have defined five membership functions for each variable. First, we have defined membership
functions for each input variable in the blended layer. The blended layer has four constituent fuzzy
components i.e., M1_FIS, M2_FIS, M3_FIS, and G_FIS. Figure 7 shows the membership functions for
input and output variables of M1_FIS, which deals with water supply risk index. This fuzzy logic has
two input variables and one output variable. For brevity, we use the terms VL, L, M, H, and VH for
membership functions, abbreviated from very low, low, medium, high, and very high, respectively.
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severity; and (c) water supply risk index.

Similarly, we have defined membership functions for all other constituent fuzzy components
of blended layer, i.e., M2_FIS, M3_FIS, and G_FIS, to handle sewerage supply, metro structure, and
geo-environmental risk factors. Accordingly, we defined membership function for fuzzy components in
the collaborative layer. For fuzzy logic in the integrated layer, membership functions for input/output
variables are defined in Figure 8, where CR1 and CR2 are the input variables and IR is the output
variable of IR_FIS.
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The rule editor in Matlab fuzzy logic toolbox provides the facility for rule specification. The rules
given in Table 2, which are calculated using the average rule-based method, are specified using rule
editor, as shown in Figure 9.
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In the same way, the rules have been defined for fuzzy logic in the blended layer and collaborative
layer using the average rule-based method. For the output rules specification of the fuzzy logic of
integrated layer, both maximum rule-based and average rule-based mechanisms are used. The rules
given in Table 3, which are calculated using maximum rule-based method, are specified using rule
editor, as shown in Figure 10.
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4.2. Results

The data was generated by using exponential equations for the simulation of the proposed model.
The exponential data was generated in increasing order in different ways for 1000 instances from 0.0 to
10.0 with an exponential increase, as illustrated in Figure 11. As there are eight inputs in the proposed
hierarchical fuzzy model, the generated four parameters are input to the proposed model in different
ways. The purpose of this data generation is to test the working mechanism of the proposed hierarchal
fuzzy inference system. The following functions are used for input data generation.

fEX1 = 10× (1− e
−0.5x

200 ) (5)

fEX2 =
e0.0092x

1000
(6)

fEX3 = 10× (1− e
−1.5x

200 ) (7)

fEX4 =
x2

100000
(8)

The experimental results shown in Figure 12 represent water supply risk index fuzzy logic outputs
risk, sewerage supply risk index outputs fuzzy logic, metro structure risk index fuzzy logic outputs,
and Geo-environmental risk index outputs in the blended layer of the proposed model. We have
applied the average rule-based mechanism in each fuzzy logic of this layer.
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The collaborative layer has two fuzzy components, i.e., CR1 and CR2. The average rule-based
mechanism has been applied for these two fuzzy logics. The output of M1 and M2 fuzzy logics from
the blended layer is given as inputs to CR1 fuzzy logic. Similarly, outputs of M3 and G fuzzy logic
are inputs to CR2 fuzzy logic. Figure 13 shows the output of collaborative layer fuzzy components,
i.e., collaborative risk 1 and collaborative risk 2.
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Figure 13. (a,b) are output of collaborative risk index fuzzy logics in collaborative layer.

The final output of proposed integrated fuzzy logics has been depicted in Figure 14, wherein the
average rule-based and maximum rule-based mechanisms have been applied for specifying rules in
for the integrated fuzzy logic. Here in this section, we have used both rule specification mechanisms
for the sake of exposing the representation usage of these rules mechanisms. These rule specification
methods are introduced in this work in order to assist the manager for specifying rules according to
the need of the system.
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4.3. Discussion

Underground risk assessment is very complex due to several parameters. In order to accurately
assess the risk of a location, the maximum number of parameters should be taken into account.
In the proposed work, eight parameters have been considered for underground risk assessment.
The conventional fuzzy logic is not a good choice for the underground risk assessment. The appropriate
fuzzy system is required to deal with the curse of dimensionality. The basic objective of the hierarchical
fuzzy inference system is to address the major problem particular to fuzzy systems standard multiple
variables which is actually the exponential progress in the number of rules based on the number
of variables entered in the system, which leads to an impractical problem for the purposes of
its implementation for the dimension of the basic rules. Intelligent architecture designing for the
hierarchical fuzzy system is a challenging task.

The proposed hierarchical model has various advantages over the conventional fuzzy logic. In the
following text, we highlight the major plus points of our proposed hierarchical model.

4.3.1. Rule Reduction

The proposed hierarchical fuzzy inference architecture reduces the total number of rules from
the rule base. In the proposed method total five membership functions have been defined for each
variable. Total of eight input variables have been used; if we put the number of input variables and the
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number of membership functions in Equation (1) for the hierarchical fuzzy logic in (2) for conventional
fuzzy logic, the resultant output will be:

Number of rules for hierarchical fuzzy model = ∑L
i=1(fi ×mni ) = ∑3

i=1(fi ×mni )

= 4× 52 + 2× 52 + 1× 52 = 100 + 50 + 25 = 175
Number of rules for conventional fuzzy logic = mn = 58 = 390, 625

Compared to the conventional fuzzy logic, the proposed hierarchical fuzzy architecture
significantly reduced the number of rules. Rule reduction is important because the curse of
dimensionality damaged the transparency and interpretation as it is very tough to understand and
justify hundreds or thousands of fuzzy rules. As a consequence of the curse of dimensionality often
rules are overfitted which damages the generalizability of fuzzy systems. Similarly, for an enormous
number of rules large storage and fast computation power is required. The total number in fuzzy rule
base has a direct influence on fuzzy logic performance. For the underground risk assessment, usually
large number of parameters is required to be taken into account, hence the conventional architecture
reveals a limitation in the form of real-time performance. Rule reduction is also very important because
experts can specify fewer rules with more concentration. To deal with the problem of the curse of
dimensionality, this hierarchical fuzzy model is proposed.

4.3.2. Parameter Reduction

The main problem faced by conventional fuzzy logic systems is the exponential increase in the
number of rules, along with growth in number of variables entering into the system. It becomes
difficult to tackle a large number of rules and it has great influence on the performance of the system.
The proposed model reduces the total number of parameters in the mathematical formulas of fuzzy
systems. The total number of rules increases exponentially in the mathematical formula of fuzzy
systems with the number of input variables. Hence, to avoid the exponential increment in the
mathematical formula of fuzzy systems when new parameters enter into the systems the integrated
hierarchical fuzzy model is proposed.

4.3.3. Data or Information Reduction

The number of data or knowledge set required for fuzzy systems identification increases
exponentially with the number of input variables. The proposed system also reduces the number of
data or knowledge set required to identify fuzzy systems. As a minor error in rule design may lead to
uncertain results, therefore, rule design is time consuming and requires attention. In case of a high
number of variables, the probability of error also increases. It becomes extremely difficult to define
the system when the number of rules increases to a certain number. Differentiating between the rules
supplied by an expert and rules learned from examples becomes difficult.

4.3.4. Rule Specification

Rule specification is also important while designing rules in the rule base of Mamdani fuzzy
logic. Rule specification requires a lot of experience and experts are required to specify rules; while
discussing this problem in this study, we have also introduced two rule specification methods: namely,
maximum rule-based and average rule-based. The introduced rule specification methods may assist
the manager in rule design according to the system requirement.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a novel integrated hierarchical fuzzy logic for calculating the underground risk
index was proposed. The proposed approach tackles the issues (the exponential increase of rules as
new variables enter into the system and also the lake of rule designing schemes) faced by conventional
fuzzy logic risk assessment frameworks. The main advantage of the proposed method is the simple
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structure of the hierarchical fuzzy model for the underground risk index calculation using eight input
parameters. In this method, the numbers of rules do not increase exponentially as new variables
enter into the system. In this study, we also proposed new rules designing schemes, namely, average
rule-based and maximum rule-based schemes to help experts while designing rules. The model is the
best choice for a risk index calculation with a lot of input parameters, because it is less computationally
complex. In the future, we may add more input parameters to the existing model and develop more
rule design schemes.
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